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Abstract
Process Mining is a tool that aims at improving business processes by applying data mining
techniques on top of event data gathered by an organization’s information systems. This
data is organized in the form of event logs, which allow for an analysis of the process on a
case level. To enhance a process, the results of this analysis may be used to identify the
root causes of performance or compliance problems. This can lead to the conclusion that
a single person or a specific group is blamed for these problems. However, data mining
techniques produce results that are based on correlation. This does not imply causation
and thus, decisions based on these results may be unfair. Therefore, it has to be made sure
that the conclusion is not based on discrimination or stating obvious facts that cannot be
changed.
In this thesis, the problem of detecting discrimination in event data is put forward as a
major challenge to ensuring fairness in Process Mining. To detect discrimination in an
event log, two steps have to be taken: extracting relevant information from the event log
and measuring the discrimination on the extracted data.
These steps are realized in a Python application that serves as a framework for different
Data Mining methods that can detect discrimination. Two such methods are implemented
in the application. An evaluation of these methods finds that one of them can be used
to detect discrimination in event data. Also, some problems are identified that limit the
expressiveness of the implemented approaches, which also might apply to similar methods
implemented in the future.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Process Mining provides a wide range of tools that are used to improve the processes of
companies and organizations.
While initially, the focus was on discovering the actual workflow of a process and comparing
it to the desired model, today a lot of sophisticated methods have emerged that allow
explaining why certain things happen in specific cases, how the work is distributed among
different resources, and where bottlenecks are located in a process. This range of new
methods is possible thanks to advances in data mining and machine learning and an
increasing availability of data that is recorded along with the execution of a process.
One of the applications of Process Mining is to find the root causes of problems like
delays or deviations from established process models and eliminate them. This is done by
analyzing event data about the process instances (cases) collected from the organization’s
information systems.
With the increasing use of large amounts of data that, in most cases, include personal
information about customers and employees involved in a process, ethical questions arise
with concern to privacy and fairness within the process. While there are already several
anonymization methods to suppress the identity in larger groups of data such that sensitive
information cannot be linked to individuals, the issue of fairness has only recently been
addressed in the context of Process Mining [3].

1.1

Discrimination and Fairness

The intended purpose of methods used in Data Mining and Machine Learning is to analyze
large amounts of data in a wide range of applications to assist decision-making by humans
or even make decisions automatically. The data that is analyzed is generally expected to
contain an accurate description of reality in such a way that the knowledge gained from
it allows to extrapolate into the future, i.e. make predictions about future events.
However, the assumption that an accurate description of the past is the perfect basis for
predicting the future does not hold in general. The data can, for example, be ethically
improper by containing a discriminatory bias of real historical decisions. Especially in
cases where the goal is the classification of humans, discrimination can be present. This
1
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means that a subgroup of the population, which is called the sensitive group receives a
certain classification more often than others and this imposes an unfair disadvantage on
that group.
If this kind of historical discrimination is present in the data, it will almost certainly lead
to any classifier learning the disadvantageous classification for the sensitive group and
propagating it to the future. Using such a classifier to make decisions is undesirable for
several reasons. First and foremost it is unfair towards the sensitive group and can have
legal consequences. Also, if a classifier learns that membership of the sensitive group is an
important feature for determining the class, this goes at the cost of the influence of other
features.
In order to deal with this problem a definition of fairness is needed that can be applied to
measure the amount of discrimination. There is a multitude of fairness notions that cover
different aspects, e.g. group fairness and individual fairness. Different fairness definitions
can be combined in some cases while being mutually exclusive in other cases [4]. A variety
of methods have already been proposed to deal with these issues. They can be put in one
of three categories [5]:
• Data pre-processing, that involves detecting and removing discrimination from the
data before training a classifier.
• In-processing or regularization, i.e. training a classifier with a fairness constraint
that ensures non-discrimination.
• Model post-processing, which means removing discrimination from the model after
the training phase.
While the topics of fairness and discrimination have not yet received so much attention
in Process Mining research, in the wider fields of data mining and machine learning there
have been a variety of proposals to detect discrimination in data and prevent predictive
models from discriminating.

1.2

Process Mining

Process mining is often referred to as the missing link between process science and data
science. Its goal is to analyze and improve business processes. In addition to the traditional
modeling methods from process science, it uses the increasing availability of data recorded
during processes to improve the analysis using techniques from data mining and machine
learning.
The precondition of process mining is that data about a process is available in a certain
structured form, an event log. An event log contains information about all events that
happened in a process during a period of time, annotated with the name of the activity,
a timestamp, a resource that executed the activity, a case ID to link the event to a case,
and additional information that was recorded in the process.
The methods used in process mining can be put into three categories: process discovery,
conformance checking and process enhancement.
2
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Process discovery describes techniques that are able to reconstruct the workflow of a
process from an event log. For this sake, the events from the event log are organized in
traces, i.e. series of events related to the same case, ordered by time. From the traces,
one can derive in which order different activities occur, e.g. by looking at directly-follows
relations. There are a number of algorithms that can then build a process model from
these relations. One advanced algorithm is the inductive miner [6], which produces a
process tree or a workflow net and guarantees that the event log can be replayed on the
resulting process model.
The goal of conformance checking is to see how well the event data recorded in a real-life
situation fits a given process model, or if any deviations can be detected. For this sake,
an event log is replayed on a process model. Whenever an activity cannot be performed
on the given model, this is recorded in some way and a fitness value is measured, which
indicates how well the model represents the event log. Apart from the overall fitness, it is
also interesting to see at which points in a process deviations happen. This can later help
to enhance the process or adapt the model.
Apart from the workflow, it is also interesting to look at other aspects of a process that may
be represented in the data. In particular, three perspectives have not been considered so
far. These are the time perspective, the resource perspective and the data perspective [3]
[7, slide 4]. By considering the time aspect one can compare the duration of different cases
and identify bottlenecks. The resource perspective allows for insights into the internal
organization of the process, e.g. how the work is distributed among the resources and
which resources have the same roles. With the data perspective, it is possible to enrich
an existing process model with additional information that helps to predict the course of
a process.
With these additional perspectives, the root causes of problems can be identified more
accurately and action can be taken to enhance the process. With a good process model
taking into account all the different perspectives it is also possible to have an operational
support system that analyzes a process in real-time and preemptively intervenes if it detects a potential problem.

In process mining, the topics of discrimination and fairness have special importance since
in almost every use case humans are affected by the decisions made. They might be
represented as a case like an applicant for a bank loan or a patient in a hospital, but also
in terms of resources, e.g. when certain employees are blamed for delays. Whenever a
sensitive attribute is present in the data, there is a potential for discrimination. However,
there can be a wide definition of sensitive attributes, since unfair behavior is also possible
in cases where it is not illegal, e.g. unfair judgments based on facts that are beyond the
control of the judged person.
To date, there has only been one paper proposing a possible solution to fairness problems
in Process Mining [3]. As the application of Process Mining is becoming more widespread,
dealing with discrimination and unfair judgment in this context deserves more attention.
3
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1.3

Contribution

As there is a wide range of different problems to be addressed in process mining and also
a multitude of different tools and methods to do this, it seems very hard to find a unified
solution to eliminate discrimination. However, there is a common starting point with the
representation of event data in the extensible event stream format (XES) that has been
standardized by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining [8]. Therefore the first thing to
do is check the data and see if there is any discrimination present.
In this thesis, two different approaches from Data Mining are presented that can be used
to detect discrimination and unfairness in a dataset. Since the usual input for Data Mining
techniques is a relational data table, event logs are no suitable input. Hence, these two
methods need to be embedded into a framework that extracts the relevant information
from an event log into a table before starting the detection methods.
Both methods and the framework are implemented in a Python application that can
serve as a prototype to an extensible framework for discrimination detection methods
implemented in the future. Also, to evaluate the usability of the implemented methods,
discrimination detection is performed on two different event logs.
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:
In Chapter 2, some topics from responsible process mining and other approaches that
are concerned with fairness in data mining are presented. In Chapter 3, the theoretical
concepts used in this work are introduced. Chapter 4 shows the design of the application
and how it was implemented. In Chapter 5, the two discrimination detection methods are
evaluated on data from two different evemt logs with respect to effectiveness and usability.
Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and gives an outlook to future research into dealing
with discrimination in process mining.

4
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Related Work
This chapter gives an overview of current developments in the field of responsible process
mining to which this thesis contributes. Also, some publications from discrimination-aware
data mining are presented.

2.1

Responsible Process Mining

The topic of responsible process mining has been put forward due to the increasing capabilities for data analysis that come along with Big Data. The main goal of responsible
process mining is to achieve fairness, confidentiality, accuracy, and transparency. [9]
There already have been multiple approaches to confidentiality that are trying to suppress sensitive private data while keeping as much information as possible. A recent work
by Rafiei et al. [10] demonstrates that some of these methods already achieved maturity.
The first and to date only proposal for a tool to deal with discrimination in the domain of
Process Mining was made by Qafari et al. [3]. In the approach, a decision tree classifier is
trained to predict the root causes of an already known problem in a process. The classifier
is trained on data extracted from an event log that potentially contains discrimination.
Then a leaf relabeling technique is used to reduce the discrimination of a sensitive group.
This also reduces the accuracy of the classifier by a small amount. The goal of this method
is to remove the discriminatory bias from the model in order to make other features
appear more clearly as the root causes of problems that would have remained unnoticed
in the shadow of the sensitive feature. Proposed applications of this are the detection of
discrimination in a process, as well as the direct removal of the discriminatory bias by
using the fair classifier within the process.
An approach to more transparency can be found in [11] where structural equation models
are used to find the attributes that are the real root causes of problems such as deviations
or delays. This is an important difference to prior approaches that inferred causality
from correlation and thus makes these problems more explainable and understandable for
humans.

5
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2.2

Discrimination-aware Data Mining

With the increasing use of data mining and machine learning, more research is concerned
with detecting discrimination in data and making fair decisions. This research area can be
vaguely summarized under the term discrimination-aware data mining, which is attributed
to one of the first papers published in this discipline by Pedreschi et al. [1]. In the following,
some interesting findings from this area are presented.
In [12] Verma et al. explain different definitions of fairness. They present three different
categories of fairness notions:
• Statistical fairness measures aim to achieve statistical parity for the predicted outcome or some quality measure like accuracy or false positive/negative rate.
• Similarity-based measures require that the predicted outcome is the same if the
non-protected attributes are the same.
• Fairness definitions based on causal reasoning require a causal graph.
While the statistical definitions are found to be the easiest to measure, they are also in
many cases not sufficient to give meaningful insights. The latter two are more advanced
but also require some non-trivial expert information, in terms of a distance metric and a
causal graph respectively, that is prone to biases.
A study by Zliobaite [5] compares different measures of discrimination. The measures presented are categorized into difference measures and ratio measures. One of the conclusions
is that difference measures should be preferred over ratios because the interpretation of
ratio measures is sometimes very difficult.
A recent paper by D’Amour et al. [13] states that Machine Learning based decision systems
have a great impact on the environment from which their training data is obtained and
therefore static approaches to fairness in such systems that only consider a fixed dataset
are missing out on the effects of the system. This means that a shift in the population may
be caused by the decisions made by the system but remains unrecognized by the fairness
measures which then may lead to unfair results. To further investigate this, a simulation
framework is designed to capture the effects that a fair agent has on its environment over
time and thus how it influences its own decisions. This framework is then used to simulate
the behavior of several settings discussed in other works about fairness in machine learning.
In each of the settings, the results deviate from the results in their original static context,
which is seen as evidence that the static approaches ignored some key factors of dynamic
environments.
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Preliminaries
This chapter introduces the concepts this thesis is based on. The methods for discrimination detection need a tabular data input. Since event logs are not tabular, a concept
for extracting a data table from an event log is presented in section 3.1. The first discrimination detection method, described in section 3.2, is used to extract discriminatory
classification rules from a data set. In section 3.3 a classifier is introduced that is fair
regarding the membership of a given sensitive group.

3.1

Extracting Data Tables from an Event Log

In Process Mining, data is collected in the form of event logs which are a structured
collection of events recorded from a process. Every instance of a process is called a case
and the series of all events belonging to the same case is called a trace. Each event has a
set of attributes including the name of the activity the event describes and a timestamp.
Additionally, there is a set of trace attributes that are the same for each event of the same
trace.
This kind of hierarchically structured data is not suitable as input for the discrimination
detection methods that only accept data in a relational table. To find discrimination on
a case level one could simply take the trace attributes from each trace and omit the rest.
This however would not only dismiss all the event attributes that are already explicitly
present in the event log, but also all the additional information that can be extracted from
the event log by simple calculations, like trace duration, or by more sophisticated tools
from Process Mining, e.g. whether there is a deviation from the process model.
In order to extract this additional data, the concept of situation features is used. The
outcome of this will be a situation feature table that can also hold features for noncomplete traces. This concept is formalized in the following like it was given by Qafari et.
al. [3].
7
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Situation features
Before formally defining what an event log is, some notation for the kinds of values and
mappings in use is introduced.
• Uact is the universe of possible activities
• Utime is the universe of timestamps
• Uatt is the universe of attribute names
• Uval is the universe of possible values
• Umap = Uatt ↛ Uval describes the partial mappings of attributes to values
• values ∶ Uatt → P(Uval ) describes the partial mappings of attributes to values
Definition 3.1. An event is an element of Uact × Utime × Umap and the universe of all
possible events is denoted by E. An event log is a subset of Umap × 2E , where 2E denotes
the power set of E, and the universe of all possible event logs is denoted by L. If L ∈ L
then each t ∈ L is called a trace.
Within an event log, each event and, particularly, every timestamp needs to be unique.
The following helper functions that operate on events and event logs will be needed:
• for an event e = (act, time, map) ∈ E define the projections πact (e) = act,
πtime (e) = time and πmap (e) = map
• for a trace t = (map, E) ∈ L, where L ∈ L define the projections πmap (t) = map and
πevents (t) = E
• for E ∈ P(E) define the functions πmaxtime (E) = argmaxe∈E πtime (e),
πact (E) = {e ∈ E∣πact (e) = act} and π≤time (E) = {e ∈ E∣πtime (e) ≤ time}
It is not always interesting to look at complete traces. Sometimes it is only the part
of a trace that happens before a certain activity that holds the information needed. To
formalize this idea, the notion of situations is introduced.
Definition 3.2. A situation is an element in Umap × P(E). The universe of all possible
situations is denoted by Usit . For an event log L ∈ L the set of all situations that can be
derived from L is
SL =

⋃

( ⋃ {(map, π≤πtime (e) (E)})

(map,E)∈L e∈E

Any S ⊆ SL is called a situation subset of L. Particularly L ⊂ SL is a situation subset of
itself. There are two main types of situation subsets: The trace situation subset is defined
as SL, = L. The other type is the event specified situation subset
SL,act = {(map, E) ∈ SL ∣πact (πmaxtime (E)) = act} for all act ∈ Uact if SL,act ≠ ∅.
We can now describe situations before the completion of the process, but any situation
still has the same structure as a trace. To uniquely extract the event level attributes, they
need to be linked to the activity they belong to. For this, the notion of situation features
is needed.
8
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Definition 3.3. For any a ∈ Uact and att ∈ Uatt the partial mapping sfa,att ∶ Usit → Uval is
called a situation feature. For a situation (map, E) it is defined as follows:
⎧
⎪
a=
⎪map(att)
sfa,att ((map, E)) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎩πmap (πmaxtime (πa (E)))(att) a ∈ Uact
The universe of all possible situation features is denoted by Usf . For a situation feature
sfa,att the values function is defined as values(sfa,att ) = values(att).
For n ∈ N, EP ∈ Usfn = Usf × ... × Usf is a situation feature extraction plan of size n.
´¹¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¸ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¶
n times

With a situation feature extraction plan it is finally possible to convert a situation into a
vector of situation features. From a set of situations extracted from an event log, now a
table can be created.
Definition 3.4. For a given situation feature extraction plan EP = (sfa1 ,att1 , ..., sfan ,attn )
and a set of situations S ⊆ Usit a situation feature table is a multiset defined as
TS,EP = [(sfa1 ,att1 (s), ..., sfan ,attn (s))∣s ∈ S]
For an event log L ∈ L, S ⊆ SL the table TS,EP is called a situation feature table of L.
Each element of TS,EP is called an instance.
The situation feature table now provides a data format that can be used as an input to
data mining tasks, in particular to discrimination detection methods

3.2

Detecting discriminatory Classification Rules

The first method to detect discrimination was proposed by Pedreschi et. al. [1]. The
goal of this approach is to find discriminatory classification rules in a tabular data set,
where a row in the table is considered an itemset. It uses a modification of the lift
notion from association rules to measure the discrimination of certain subgroups of the
population. Hereby a distinction between direct and indirect discrimination is made. For
direct discrimination an accurate measurement of the discrimination is possible while for
indirect discrimination only a lower bound can be provided.
Classification Rules
First a translation from relational data tables to itemsets is needed. For the definitions
below, assume the following setup:
• a relation R with attributes a1 , ..., an
• a fixed class attribute c of R
• a finite domain dom(a) for every attribute a of R
For any attribute a and v ∈ dom(a), call the expression a = v an a-item, or simply an item.
A c-item is called a class item. The set of all items is denoted by I. A subset of I with
exactly one a-item for every attribute a is a transaction. A set of transactions is called
9
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a transaction database and denoted by D. A subset of X ⊆ I is an itemset. The set of
all itemsets is denoted by 2I . For two itemsets X and Y the expression X, Y is used as a
shorthand notation for X ∪ Y .
The support of an itemset X ⊆ I in a transaction database D is the ratio of transactions
that are supersets of X.
∣{T ∈ D∣X ⊆ T }∣
suppD (X) =
∣D∣
An expression X ⇒ Y with two disjoint itemsets X, Y ⊆ I is called an association rule. X
is the premise of the rule and Y is the consequence. An association rule, where X contains
no class items and Y is a set containing exactly one class item and nothing else, is called
a classification rule.
The notion of support can be transferred to association rules and classification rules respectively. The support of a rule X ⇒ Y is defined as suppD (X ⇒ Y ) = suppD (X, Y ).
The confidence of a rule X ⇒ Y is defined as
confD (X ⇒ Y ) =

suppD (X ⇒ Y )
suppD (X)

Note that confidence is only defined for suppD (X) > 0, but this is already a requirement
for a rule to be considered in the first place. From now on the subscript D is omitted
when the database is clear from the context or irrelevant.
Another concept that is primarily used to measure the quality of a rule is the lift notion.
conf(X ⇒ Y )
lift(X ⇒ Y ) =
supp(Y )
A high value here indicates that the rule is very meaningful.
Extended Lift
To decide whether a classification rule is discriminatory or not a measure for discrimination
is required. For this, the lift notion is extended in the following way:
Definition 3.5. Let A, B ⇒ C be an association rule. The extended lift of this rule is
defined as
conf(A, B ⇒ C)
elift(A, B ⇒ C) =
conf(B ⇒ C)
B is also called the context and B ⇒ C is called the base rule.
The extended lift expresses the change in confidence of the base rule B ⇒ C if A is added
to the premise.
Discriminatory Rules
Another requirement to detect discrimination is to have a sensitive attribute based on
which discriminatory decisions can be made. Therefore all items that can potentially be
subject to discrimination need to be marked in some way. These items are called potentially
discriminatory.
10
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Definition 3.6. A potentially discriminatory (PD) itemset is any set containing potentially discriminatory items. The set of PD itemsets Id ⊆ 2I is downward closed, i.e. if
A ∈ Id , B ∈ Id then A, B ∈ Id . Any itemset in 2I /Id is called potentially non-discriminatory
(PND).
Any itemset X ⊆ I can be uniquely split into a maximal PD subset A and a PND rest
B.
Definition 3.7. A classification rule X ⇒ C is potentially discriminatory (PD) if X = A, B
where A is a non-empty PD itemset and B is a PND itemset. If X is a PND itemset it is
a potentially non-discriminatory (PND) rule.
This pre-classification does not mean that PD rules are always discriminatory and PND
rules are always non-discriminatory. However, this can be determined in different ways.
Since for PND rules the potentially discriminatory attributes have to be inferred from
background knowledge, this is done separately. First the obvious case of the PD rules is
handled.
Definition 3.8. Let c = A, B ⇒ C be a PD classification rule, with A PD and B PND
itemsets. For a given threshold α, c is considered α-protective, if
elift(A, B ⇒ C) < α
Otherwise it is considered α-discriminatory.
The threshold value α indicates the maximum increase in confidence that is acceptable for
the rule to not be considered discriminatory in the context of B.
A problem that occurs when the base rule has a high confidence is that the extended lift
value is limited to a narrower range, so discrimination is harder to detect. In cases where
the elift is negative this might be an indication that there is discrimination in other rules
that were not discovered because the confidence was too low. For binary class attributes
this can be fixed by a slight modification of the extended lift that makes use of the fact
that the confidence of the negated rules, i.e. A, B ⇒ ¬C for rules of the form A, B ⇒ C,
is 1 − conf(A, B ⇒ C).
Definition 3.9. Let c = A, B ⇒ C be a PD classification rule and γ = conf(A, B ⇒ C), δ =
conf(B ⇒ C). Then
⎧
⎪
⎪γ/δ if γ ≥ δ
glift(A, B ⇒ C) = ⎨ 1−γ
⎪
⎪
⎩ 1−δ otherwise
c is considered strongly α-protective if glift(A, B ⇒ C) < α, otherwise strongly α-discriminatory.
Indirect Discrimination
For PND rules it is still possible to be α-discriminatory. However this is less obvious and
potentially discriminatory attributes need to be inferred from background rules that are
provided as additional input. This introduces some uncertainty and therefore it is only
possible to provide lower bounds for the value of the extended lift.
The way PND rules can be classified into α-discriminatory and α-protective rules is provided by the following theorem.
11
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Theorem 3.10. Let D, B ⇒ C be a PND classification rule and γ = conf(D, B ⇒ C), δ =
conf(B ⇒ C) > 0. Let A be a PD itemset and let β1 , β2 such that
conf(A, B ⇒ D) ≥ β1
conf(D, B ⇒ A) ≥ β2 > 0
Additionally define the functions:
β1
(β2 + x − 1)
β2
⎧
⎪ f (x) if f (x) > 0
⎪
elb(x, y) = ⎨ y
⎪0
otherwise
⎪
⎩
⎧
f (x)
⎪
if f (x) ≥ y
⎪
y
⎪
⎪
⎪ f (1−x)
glb(x, y) = ⎨ 1−y
elseif f (1 − x) > 1 − y
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
otherwise
⎪
⎩1
f (x) =

Then the following statements hold:
1. 1 − f (1 − γ) ≥ conf(A, B ⇒ C) ≥ f (γ)
2. for α ≥ 0, if elb(γ, δ) ≥ α, the PD classification rule A, B ⇒ C is α-discriminatory.
3. for α ≥ 1, if glb(γ, δ) ≥ α, the PD classification rule A, B ⇒ C is strongly αdiscriminatory.
The proof for this theorem can be found in [14].

3.3

A Fair Classifier

Another approach to dealing with discrimination besides finding discriminatory rules is to
train a classifier in a way that is fair towards a sensitive group but makes predictions as
accurate as possible on the rest of the available information. This method was proposed by
R. Zemel et.al. [2]. Since the predictions of this model can be compared to the predictions
of other classifiers that are not explicitly trained to be fair, it can also be used to detect
discrimination.
Fairness notions
The goal of this model is to achieve two different kinds of fairness. The first one is
group fairness which means that individuals from the sensitive group receive the same
classification just as often as those who are not in the sensitive group. This concept is
related to statistical parity as described by Berk et.al. [4]. The other notion of fairness to
be achieved by the model is individual fairness. It means that similar individuals receive
a similar classification. The target feature and the sensitive feature for this classification
task are assumed to be binary.
Since the descriptive features in the training data can be correlated, there might be multiple features that hold information about membership in the sensitive group. Therefore
12
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the task of satisfying both these ideas is not as trivial as dropping a column from a table.
A model is needed that ignores all information about the sensitive group while keeping as
much information as possible about the other features.
The model
The idea of this fair classifier is to map the individual inputs to a probability distribution
over a number of prototypes in the input space that all satisfy statistical parity with
respect to the sensitive group. These prototypes are then mapped to the output space
which represents the classification result.
In mathematical terms the classifier is a function
f ∶X →Z→Y
where
• X is the input space, i.e. the cross product of the D domains of all descriptive
features, a vector x ∈ X has the length D.
• Z is a probability distribution over a set of K prototype vectors V ⊂ X
• Y is the output space, a binary classification result.
Before further describing this function some additional notation is introduced:
• X0 ⊂ X is a set of N training examples.
• s is a binary vector of length N that indicates for each x ∈ X0 whether x is a member
of the sensitive group.
• X0+ ⊂ X0 is the set of training examples in the sensitive group,
i.e. X0+ = {xn ∈ X0 ∣1 ≤ n ≤ N, sn = 1}, analogously the set of training examples that
are not in the sensitive group is X0− = {xn ∈ X0 ∣1 ≤ n ≤ N, sn = 0} ⊂ X0 .
• d is a distance function on X.
The goal of the first mapping X → Z is to obtain an intermediate representation of each
individual input that satisfies both fairness criteria from above, and thus being oblivious
of group membership while having a representation that is as similar to the original as
possible. To measure similarity between vectors in X a distance function is needed. To
take into account that different features can have a different impact, a weighted euclidean
distance function dα with a weights vector α is used:
D

dα (x, y) = ∑ αi (xi − yi )2
i=1

To translate the distances into a similarity measure, the softmax function is suitable.
The similarity between an input vector x and a prototype vector vk is thus given as the
probability that x would be mapped to vk .
P (Z = k∣x) =

exp(−dα (x, vk ))
K
∑i=1 exp(−dα (x, vi ))
13
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In order to not only achieve individual fairness but also group fairness, the prototypes
need to satisfy the constraint of statistical parity:
P (Z = k∣x ∈ X + ) = P (Z = k∣x ∈ X − )

∀vk ∈ V

(3.1)

Thus the mapping M ∶ X0 × V → [0, 1] is given by
M (xn , vk ) = P (Z = k∣xn )
Also the short forms Mn,k = M (xn , vk ) and Mk with (Mk )n = Mn,k will be used.
Now, the mapping Z → Y is the actual classification. It simply combines the probabilities
of mapping a vector x to each of the prototypes with a weight vector w that stands for
the classification of each prototype.
K

f (xn ) = ∑ Mn,k ⋅ wk

(3.2)

k=1

Training
The fair classifier is trained in a way that achieves a high accuracy on the training examples
X0 with their true labels represented by the vector y, while also keeping individual and
group fairness. The training is an optimization problem with the prototype vectors V
and the weights vector w as variables. Additionally the feature weights vector α can be
optimized. The goal of the optimization is to minimize the term
L = Az ⋅ Lz + Ax ⋅ Lx + Ay ⋅ Ly

(3.3)

Hereby Lx , Ly , Lz are error terms that encode the different training goals and Ax , Ay , Az
are factors that allow for the different terms to have distinct weights.
To achieve the goal of statistical parity between the groups, the condition from Equation
3.1 must be met. With respect to the training set X0 this means that
Mk+ = Mk− ∀k
1
Mk+ = + ∑ Mn,k
∣X0 ∣ xn ∈X +

(3.4)
(3.5)

0

with Mk− defined analogously to Mk+ , i.e. the probability that any vector x that is similar
to vk is in the sensitive group must be the same as the probability that it is not in the
sensitive group. From this the error term Lz can be defined as
K

Lz = ∑ ∣Mk+ − Mk− ∣

(3.6)

k=1

The second goal of individual fairness can be achieved by maximizing the amount of
information preserved by the mapping X → Z. In other terms the amount of information
lost in the mapping needs to be minimized. Therefore the input is reconstructed from its
intermediate representation:
K

x̂n = ∑ Mn,k vk
k=1

14
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The loss in information can be quantified by the distance between the input vector and
its reconstruction, which results in the definition of the second error term.
N

Lx = ∑ (xn − x̂n )2

(3.8)

n=1

Lastly the classifier is expected to perform as well as possible with respect to classification
accuracy. So the last error term needs to penalize deviations of the predictions ŷ from the
true classification result.
K

ŷn = ∑ Mn,k ⋅ wk

(3.9)

k=1
N

Ly = ∑ −yn log ŷn − (1 − yn ) log(1 − ŷn )
n=1
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Implementation
In this chapter the structure of the approach for discrimination detection is presented and
the resulting application implemented in Python is described. Moreover, the single steps
that have to be taken by the user of this application are elaborated

4.1

Design

A large problem when using methods designed for data mining in process mining is that
the data is generally not compatible between both areas. Many data mining techniques
expect an input in the form of a relational table. While an event log can be saved in
tabular formats like CSV, this representation is on the event level which does not provide
much information about the case level, unless transformed to an event log where the events
of each case are combined in a trace.
Therefore, in this application an event log is considered to be available in the XES-format.
To detect discrimination in an event log, structured like in Def. 3.1, it is necessary to
extract the relevant information from the event log and store it in a table that is suitable
for data mining tasks.
The process of discrimination detection can thus be broken down into two parts:
• extract relevant data from an event log into a table
• apply discrimination detection methods on that table
The first part creates an interface between the process data and the discrimination detection method. Here, the notion of situation feature tables as defined in 3.4 is applied to
extract a set of features on the case and event levels.
In the second phase the discrimination detection is applied on the situation feature table.
It is modeled as a classification problem, where first a model is learned and then the
discrimination in that model is measured.
17
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Figure 4.1: A model of the flow of information in the process of feature extraction and
discrimination: The event log is used to generate a process model and afterwards a replay
result. These are used to enrich the event log with additional non-explicit information.
From the enriched event log, desired features are extracted into a situation feature table.
The table is then used to detect discrimination.

Situation feature extraction
The goal of the feature extraction is to convert the information contained in the event log
into tabular data in the most effective way. This means to make as much information as
possible available for the analysis. However, a large part of the information in an event log
is only implicit, i.e. it is not an attribute of a trace or a single event. Some perspectives,
like the control-flow, the conformance and the time perspective are only barely or not at all
present as explicit attributes. An example of this are the activity name or the timestamp
because they seldom convey any interesting information on their own but the order in
which the activities in a trace are executed reveals some information about the structure
of the process, and the time difference between two consecutive events can give insights
into the performance of the process.
Only extracting the explicit information omits a large part of the information hidden in
the event log. Thus, the implicit information has to be made explicit before extracting
any features. This is called enriching the event log.
To get insights into the conformance perspective, first a process model is discovered from
the event log. The infrequent inductive miner is used for this because it guarantees for a
sound process model while ignoring the least frequent variants as noise [15]. In the next
step, the event log can be replayed on the discovered model to discover deviations from
the more frequent variants which are assumed to conform to the process. This is done
using token-based replay. The replay result is then attached to each trace in the event log
individually.
Now it is possible to derive more features from the event log than those that are explicitly
mentioned. The following features are implemented:
Trace duration the time difference between the start of the first event and the end of
the last event in a trace
Trace delay binary feature that is true for cases with a case duration that is an outlier,
i.e. the difference to the median is 1.5 times the inter-quartile range
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Total waiting time the total time passed in between the different events of the trace
Deviation a binary variable indicating that the trace is not replayable on the discovered
process model
Next activity the activity following a specified activity in the same trace
Previous activity the last activity executed before a specified activity in the same trace
Waiting time the time difference between the end of the previous activity and the start
of the current activity
Some of these features are recorded on event level because they depend on certain activities.
Doing so, an event level feature may occur as a situation feature for each possible activity
separately. Since an activity may happen several times within a trace, a rule is needed
to determine which of the events with the same activity name is considered. The most
meaningful way is to consider the most recent event that occurred, because it can be
reasonably assumed that in most cases it has the greatest influence on the current behavior
of the process. This is already reflected in the Definition 3.3 of situation features. For
situations that represent incomplete traces, only the events that happened until the last
event are considered when enriching the log.
The flow of information in the feature extraction process is visualized in Figure 4.1. To extract data, the features that should be contained in the resulting table need to be specified.
For event level attributes, also the activities that one is interested in are required. Apart
from the descriptive features to be extracted, a target feature and a type of situation need
to be selected. The target feature can be any feature that is eligible as a situation feature
and is marked in the table in a way that it is recognizable by the following discrimination
detection methods. The two available kinds of situations are trace situations, which cover
complete traces only, and event situations, which are those situations that end with an
event with a specific activity name.
The result is a table that can contain numerical and categorical data. Any data mining
technique might still need to edit this table in order to suit the needs of its implementation,
but this is generally a well suited input for the following methods.

Classification rules
The method of discovering discriminatory classification rules is a two-step process consisting of:
• discovering classification rules and
• detecting discrimination in the discovered rules.
The complete process is depicted in Figure 4.2 and will be described in detail in the
following.
To serve as an input for association rule mining in general, the data needs to be in an itemset representation. Therefore, before starting the discovery of rules the situation feature
table which serves as an input to this method needs to be transformed to a transaction
database. Representing each feature value as a separate item is reasonable for categorical
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features, but for continuous features it leads to an explosion of features that would quickly
exceed any available computational and memory capabilities. Also, this would harm the
interpretability of the discovered rules because each value on a continuous scale usually
occurs only a few times and thus the corresponding items will not be considered for any
rules due to low support. This problem can be avoided by grouping similar values together
to represent a range of possible values. By doing that, the frequency of similar values adds
up to an acceptable support value. The approach used here is equal-width binning that
splits the value space into n different ranges of equal size. Each value is then mapped to
the range in which it is contained.
With the set of possible items restricted to a finite number, the translation of the table to a
transaction database can start. As an intermediate step a binary feature table is created by
one-hot-encoding of all features. Thus, each row now represents a binary vector indicating
which items belong to the corresponding transaction. The real transactions, i.e. itemsets,
are then derived by taking the names of the columns in which the value is 1 for each row.
The transaction database is then realized as a multiset of transactions keeping count of
each transaction contained in it.
Having a transaction database with actual itemsets, it is now possible to find frequent
itemsets and derive classification rules from them. For the rule discovery the apriori algorithm [16] is used in a variation that was adapted to classification rules by distinguishing
between class items and non-class items.

Figure 4.2: The realization of discriminatory classification rule detection
Now we have a set of classification rules discovered and it is possible to check them for
discriminatory behavior. First the sensitive attributes need to be specified. These are
provided as a separate input in the form of potentially discriminatory items. They are
then used to split the set of discovered rules into PD rules and PND rules as described in
Section 3.2. For the PD rules and a threshold value α it is then easy to check whether a
rule is discriminatory or not by computing the elift value for the rule.
For PND rules however, some more information is required. Background information
needs to be provided in the form of association rules that show a correlation between
PND itemsets and PD itemsets. With Theorem 3.10, these background rules can be
used to detect indirect discrimination. The approach was implemented according to the
algorithm CheckAlphaPNDCR [1, Fig. 5].
With both checks passed the discovered rules can be put into three categories: directly
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discriminatory, indirectly discriminatory and non-discriminatory.

Fair classifier
The approach to detect discrimination using a fair classifier is based on the fact that
for a dataset containing discrimination, a fair classifier makes different predictions than a
normal classifier without a fairness constraint. Therefore the amount of discrimination can
be quantified by measuring the differences between the predictions of the two classifiers.
This method is visualized in Figure 4.3.
The fair classifier used here is the one defined in Section 3.3. For comparison the same
classifier can also be used as a normal classifier by setting the value Az to 0, that is
removing the group fairness constraint.
Since training the classifier is a numerical optimization problem, all descriptive features
need to be numerical. This means that all categorical features have to be transformed to
a numerical equivalent, which is done by one-hot-encoding. On the other hand this is a
classification problem, i.e. the target feature needs to be categorical. Thus, a continuous
target feature needs to be discretized first, e.g. by equal-width binning. Afterwards the
categorical target features need to be one-hot-encoded as well, to make predictions in terms
of probabilities possible. One notable difference to the model from [2] that was introduced
in Section 3.3 is that the implemented model can learn to predict any categorical feature
while the original model only works for binary target features.

Figure 4.3: The realization of the fair classifier
The training of the classifier is the minimization of the error term L from Equation 3.3.
For the minimization, the LBFGS-B minimization algorithm [17] from the scipy1 package
is used. As predictions of the model, the classes that achieve the highest probability in
the mapping 3.2 are selected.
When the predictions have been made, the results of the fair classifier and the normal
classifier can be compared. This is done by counting the numbers of each group that have
been assigned a certain class and computing the share these numbers represent in each
group. The ratio of the shares then indicates whether there is discrimination. A value
1

docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/optimize.minimize-lbfgsb.html
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close to 1 means that the two groups are treated equal and a value towards 0 or +∞ means
that there is a significant difference in the way the groups are classified.

4.2

Realization in Python

The approaches described above have been implemented in a Python2 application with a
graphical user interface. For the application the following libraries have been used:
• tkinter, a GUI interface for Python
• numpy3 , for the handling of matrices and mathematical utilities
• scipy4 , for an optimization algorithm
• scikit-learn5 , for some machine learning utilities
• pandas6 , for the handling of data tables
• pandastable7 , for the visualization of data tables in tkinter
• pm4py8 , for the handling of event logs and some process mining algorithms
The graphical interface guides the user through the different steps to be taken from loading an event log to discovering discrimination. These steps are taken in the following
order:
1. Load an event log from an XES file
2. Discover a process model and replay the event log on it
3. Select situation features to be extracted from the log
4. Choose a method for discrimination detection.
5. Perform the discrimination detection method on the extracted data.
In the rest of this section these steps are described in more detail.

Loading an event log
The first step as displayed in Figure 4.4 is to import an event log to analyze into the
application. The user can select an XES file from the file system that is subsequently
imported. To give a quick overview of the log, some statistics are displayed.
2

python.org
numpy.org
4
scipy.org
5
scikit-learn.org
6
pandas.pydata.org
7
pandastable.readthedocs.io
8
pm4py.fit.fraunhofer.de
3
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Discovering a process model
In the second step a process model is discovered on the imported log. The default discovery
algorithm here is the infrequent inductive miner, another available algorithm is the original
inductive miner. The settings for these two algorithms can be modified before discovering
the model.
After the discovery of a model, it is displayed as a petri net to let the user have a look at
the process (see Figure 4.5).
When proceeding to the next step, the event log is replayed on the discovered model and the
replay result is attached to the event log to enrich it with conformance information.

Figure 4.4: The event log loading screen
after an event log has been imported.
The user can see some statistics of the
log.

Figure 4.5: The process model discovery
screen after a model was discovered.

Selecting features
The third step is the selection of features, as can be seen in Figure 4.6. The user needs to
select a type of situation, i.e. a trace situation or an event situation. For event situations
the activity name of the final event needs to be specified. Also for the classification
methods, a target feature needs to be selected.
In the lower boxes the descriptive features can be chosen. Any combination of features is
possible. For the event level features it is important to select the activity names for which
these features should be extracted from the box next to the descriptive features. These
attributes will be extracted for all events with the selected activitiy names.
By clicking on the next button, the extraction is performed for the selected attributes.

Choosing the discrimination detection method
In the fourth step, the extracted feature table is displayed as shown in Figure 4.7. Here
the user needs to choose between the two approaches for discrimination detection that
were implemented.
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Figure 4.7: The screen for choosing the
discrimination detection method. Also
the extracted feature table is shown.

Figure 4.6: The feature selection screen.

Discrimination detection
Depending on the method chosen before, two different interfaces may be visible now. Both
interfaces may show a modified feature table that is already in a format adapted to the
selected method.

Figure 4.8: The screen for classification
rule based discrimination detection.

Figure 4.9: The screen for discrimination
detection with a fair classififer.

Rule Mining with Extended lift
In the screen for detecting discriminatory classification rules, the settings for the rule
mining model need to be set. These are the input for the apriori algorithm, i.e. minimum
support and minimum confidence, and the criteria for discrimination detection: potentially
discriminatory items, background rules and the threshold value α.
After discovering the rules, they are displayed in a table below, where different views for
the three resulting sets of rules can be selected (see Figure 4.8).
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Fair classifier
The screen for the fair classifier contains a form to set the parameters of the classifier.
These are the number of prototypes to be learned, the weights for the different parts of
the error term and the protected group which should be described by a binary feature
from the table above.
The predictions and resulting discrimination measures are displayed in the table below as
can be seen in Figure 4.9.
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Evaluation
In this chapter, both methods for discrimination detection that were described previously
are evaluated on event data. The event logs used are described and necessary preprocessing
steps are explained. Then the settings applied for the evaluation are discussed. After
the presentation of the results, they are interpreted with respect to the usability and
expressivity of the methods.

5.1

Event logs

For the evaluation, two different event logs are used which are in the following referred to
as the quarantine event log and the hospital billing event log.
The quarantine event log describes a quarantine process for potential COVID-19 patients
in summer 2020. The log was created artificially from a simulation by Tobias Brockhoff
using CPN tools [18]. It describes a process where potential patients are first tested and, if
the result is positive, put in quarantine. After a while, they are tested again and optionally
they receive one of two treatments if they do not recover.
The original event log is in the CSV format and contains the following 10 attributes:
Timestamp the point in time at which the event happened
Patient a unique number for each patient, serves as the case identifier
Activity the name of the executed activity
Lifecycle indicates whether an event describes the start or the completion of an activity
ModelTime alternative time attribute with a value in seconds after the start of the first
event
PatientName the name of the patient
Age the age of the patient
Insurance indicates whether a patient has a private or state health insurance
Resource the resource that performed the activity
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Type an attribute that only occurs for the activity Inform Authority Fill Form, can be
one of paper, computer or cloud.
For the use with discrimination detection, it had to be converted into an XES file. For
each activity, there were two events due to the lifecycle attribute marking the start and the
completion of the activity. They were combined to avoid considering activities twice. In
the process, the time difference was turned into a new attribute duration for each resulting
event.
The hospital billing event log contains real-world event data from the billing process of
a regional hospital [19]. The event log consists of 100,000 traces that were randomly
sampled from the records of a three year-period. Most of the attributes in this log were
anonymized, in particular, the timestamps are randomized, but the time difference of two
events of the same trace remains the same.
In total, there are 18 different attributes in this log as described in the following:
actOrange, actRed flags for services that may not be covered by the standard health
insurance
blocked flag that is used when the billing may not proceed (i. e., is blocked).
caseType code for the type of the billing package, which may influence its handling.
closeCode code for the reason to close a billing package
diagnosis code for the diagnosis used in the billing package
flagA, flagB, flagC, flagD anonymized flags
isCancelled flag that indicates whether the billing package was eventually canceled
isClosed flag that indicates whether the billing package was eventually closed
msgCode the code returned
msgCount number of messages returned
msgType type of messages returned
speciality code for the medical speciality involved
state the current state of the billing package
version code for the version of the rules governing the process
Since this log is already available in the XES format it does not need to be modified
further, but for efficiency purposes not all 100,000 traces of this log are used. Instead, we
only use a selection of 865 traces that were obtained by restricting the diagnosis attribute
to a small set of values.

5.2

Settings

The evaluation is performed by extracting a situation feature table that potentially contains discrimination from the event logs and applying both discrimination detection meth28
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ods on such a table. We do this twice per log, once with the original data and once with
discrimination added to it. In the following, the settings that have been used for this are
described.
For the quarantine event log, we want to predict the type of treatment a patient receives.
The relevant feature to be predicted is therefore the activity that happens after Decide
treatment. Thus we choose to extract all the event situations for the activity Decide
treatment with next activity as the target feature. As predictive features we consider age,
insurance and total waiting time. Hereof age and insurance are features that might carry
discrimination.
In the hospital billing event log, we want to predict which traces are deviating from the
most common variants. Therefore we extract trace situations with deviation as its binary
target feature. Deviations are derived from the replay result of a token-based replay
performed on a process model which was discovered on the event log by the infrequent
inductive miner with a noise threshold of 0.5. Since the log is anonymized to the extent
that some features are not even named, any selection of features seems arbitrary. We use
the features diagnosis, caseType and flagD from the activity NEW. Of these, only flagD
is binary and will be considered a sensitive feature in the following.
For the discovery of classification rules, we set minimum support to 0.05 and minimum
confidence to 0.7. As potentially discriminatory items we take the values of the attributes
identified above. In the quarantine event log both insurance=STAT and insurance=PRIV
are considered potentially discriminatory for the insurance attribute, while for age, for
which we used binning with 5 groups, the two groups at the edges of the spectrum, i.e.
age=(11.932, 25.6] and age=(66.4, 80.0] are selected, since they seem most vulnerable
to discrimination. From the hospital billing event log, only flagD=True is considered
potentially discriminatory.
The values of the fair classifier are set to k = 10 for the prototypes to be trained and
Ax = 0.1, Ay = 1, Az = 1 for the weights of the error terms. The sensitive group of the
quarantine event log is chosen as insurance=PRIV like above. This is equivalent to choosing insurance=STAT since there are only two possible values for insurance and the group
fairness constraint treats both groups equally. The sensitive group of the hospital billing
log is in a similar manner flagD=True.
Since there is no guarantee for discrimination to be contained in the data we also create
a situation feature table for each log like above but with a new artificial sensitive feature sensitive that is correlated with the target feature. It is generated from a random
binomial distribution, by assigning the sensitive feature the value True with a probability of 90% for instances where the target feature is True and 40% for those where it is
False. For non-binary target features, one class receives True with a probability of 90%
while the rest receives True with probability of 40%. To also model indirect discrimination, another feature non-sensitive is added which is closely linked to the sensitive feature
similarly.
For the tables with added discrimination, we use the same settings in both methods as for
the tables before, except for the sensitive feature which replaces the potentially discriminatory items in the rule mining approach and the sensitive group in the fair classifier. Also in
the rule mining we add a background rule {non − sensitive = T rue} ⇒ {sensitive = T rue}
to enable the discovery of indirect discrimination.
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age
43
46
28
52
21
51
22
44
78
70
42
37
75
44
69
79
15
53
51
71
⋮

total waiting time
3412.0
3760.0
2245.0
3344.0
1809.0
4628.0
6543.0
8657.0
7931.0
9995.0
13041.0
62839.0
65816.0
65099.0
64709.0
66054.0
75050.0
85829.0
87275.0
87880.0
⋮

insurance
STAT
STAT
STAT
PRIV
PRIV
STAT
PRIV
STAT
STAT
PRIV
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
STAT
PRIV
STAT
⋮

Decide Treatment next activity
Treatment B
Treatment B
Treatment B
Treatment B
Treatment B
Treatment A2
Treatment A1
Treatment B
Treatment B
Treatment B
Treatment B
Treatment B
Inform Authority Fill Form
Inform Authority Fill Form
Treatment B
Treatment B
Treatment B
Treatment A2
Treatment B
Treatment B
⋮

sensitive
True
True
True
True
True
False
False
True
False
True
True
True
True
True
False
True
True
False
True
True
⋮

non-sensitive
True
True
False
True
True
True
False
True
False
False
False
True
True
True
False
False
True
True
True
True
⋮

Figure 5.1: The first 20 rows of the situation feature table extracted from the quarantine
event log. The two rightmost columns are artificially added.

5.3

Results

The resulting situation feature table from the quarantine event log contains 537 instances
extracted from the 1500 traces in the event log. The first 20 rows of this table are shown
in Figure 5.1. Note, that in this figure, also the two artificial features added to have some
discrimination are present in the data. Except for these two features, the two tables are
identical.
From the hospital billing event log, we extracted a situation feature table with 865 instances, of which the first 20 are shown in Figure 5.5. The features added for artificial
discrimination are contained here as well.
The discovered classification rules on the table with the original features from the quarantine event log are depicted in Figure 5.2. Noticeable about this result is that all rules
have the same consequence. For these rules, no direct discrimination was measured and
therefore no rule was marked 1.3-discriminatory. From the second table extracted from
the quarantine event log some directly discriminatory rules could be discovered which can
be seen in Figure 5.3. However, no indirectly discriminatory rules were found.
The classification rules discovered from the table with original features of the hospital
billing event log can be seen in Figure 5.6. Here we do not have a single consequence for
all rules but also some occurrences of another value. Remarkable about these rules is that
they all have confidence greater than 0.9, although the threshold is only set to 0.7. For both
the original table and the table with added discrimination, some directly discriminatory
rules could be found, which are shown in Figure 5.7. Indirect discrimination could not be
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premise
{age=(39.2, 52.8]}
{total
waiting
time=(235097.4,
351741.6]}
{insurance=PRIV}
{age=(66.4, 80.0]}
{total
waiting
time=(118453.2,
235097.4]}
{insurance=STAT}
{age=(52.8, 66.4]}
{total
waiting
time=(351741.6,
468385.8]}
{age=(25.6, 39.2]}
{total
waiting
time=(468385.8,
585030.0]}
{total
waiting
time=(1225.779,
118453.2]}
{age=(11.932, 25.6]}
{age=(39.2, 52.8], insurance=PRIV}
{age=(39.2, 52.8], total waiting
time=(118453.2, 235097.4]}
{age=(39.2, 52.8], insurance=STAT}
{insurance=PRIV, age=(66.4, 80.0]}
{insurance=PRIV,
total
waiting
time=(118453.2, 235097.4]}
{insurance=PRIV,
total
waiting
time=(351741.6, 468385.8]}
{insurance=PRIV, age=(11.932, 25.6]}
{total
waiting
time=(118453.2,
235097.4], age=(66.4, 80.0]}
{insurance=STAT, age=(66.4, 80.0]}
{total
waiting
time=(118453.2,
235097.4], age=(52.8, 66.4]}
{total
waiting
time=(118453.2,
235097.4], insurance=STAT}
{age=(52.8, 66.4], insurance=STAT}
{insurance=STAT,
total
waiting
time=(351741.6, 468385.8]}
{total
waiting
time=(468385.8,
585030.0], insurance=STAT}

consequence
{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}

support
0.1769
0.0949

confidence
0.8333
0.7391

{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}

0.2439
0.1675
0.2458

0.8187
0.8035
0.7904

{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}

0.5195
0.1471
0.1527

0.7400
0.7383
0.7884

{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}

0.1340
0.1396

0.72
0.7575

{next activity=Treatment B}

0.1303

0.7142

{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}

0.1378
0.0502
0.0540

0.7115
0.8709
0.8285

{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}

0.1266
0.0502
0.0670

0.8192
0.7714
0.7346

{next activity=Treatment B}

0.0558

0.9375

{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}

0.0521
0.0595

0.875
0.8648

{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}

0.1173
0.0502

0.8181
0.8181

{next activity=Treatment B}

0.1787

0.8135

{next activity=Treatment B}
{next activity=Treatment B}

0.1005
0.0968

0.7105
0.7222

{next activity=Treatment B}

0.0931

0.7352

Figure 5.2: The discovered classification rules from the first table extracted from the
quarantine log. The values for support and confidence are cut off after the fourth decimal.
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premise
{non-sensitive=False, sensitive=True }
{total
waiting
time=(118453.2, 235097.4],
non-sensitive=False, sensitive=True }
{non-sensitive=False,
insurance=STAT,
sensitive=True }
{insurance=STAT,
sensitive=True,
age=(11.932,
25.6] }

consequence
{ next activity=Treatment B }

support
0.1508

confidence
0.8709

elift
1.4721

{ next activity=Treatment B }

0.0521

0.8235

1.3131

{ next activity=Treatment B }

0.1061

0.8769

1.5236

{ next activity=Treatment B }

0.0782

0.8571

1.3416

Figure 5.3: The classification rules marked as directly discriminatory from the table with
added discrimination from the quarantine log. The values for support and confidence and
the elift measure are cut off after the fourth decimal.

1)
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
3
2

fair prediction total
fair prediction sensitive
fair prediction not sensitive
prediction total
prediction sensitive
prediction not sensitive
label total
label sensitive
label not sensitive

2)
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
1

3)
0
0
0
0
0
0
41
19
22

4)
0
0
0
0
0
0
37
17
20

5)
0
0
0
0
0
0
41
12
29

6)
537
426
111
537
426
111
410
373
37

Figure 5.4: The results of the fair classifier. Each column represents the count of predictions for one class. The rows represent the total and per-group predictions for the
fair classifier, a classifier without group fairness and the true labels. The column names
are: 1) Inform Authority Fill Form, 2) Inform Authority Send Form, 3) Treatment A1, 4)
Treatment A2, 5) Treatment A3, 6) Treatment B
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NEW caseType
A
A
A
A
B
B
A
B
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B
B
A
⋮

NEW diagnosis
A
B
C
A
NONE
NONE
C
NONE
A
D
D
A
NONE
D
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
NONE
D
⋮

NEW flagD
True
False
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
True
⋮

deviation
True
True
True
True
False
False
True
False
True
True
True
True
False
True
False
False
False
False
False
False
⋮

sensitive
True
True
True
True
True
False
True
True
True
False
True
True
True
True
False
True
False
False
True
False
⋮

non-sensitive
True
True
True
True
False
False
True
True
True
True
False
True
False
True
False
False
False
False
True
True
⋮

Figure 5.5: The first 20 rows of the situation feature table extracted from the hospital
billing event log. The two rightmost columns are artificially added.
premise
{NEW diagnosis=A}
{NEW caseType=B}
{NEW caseType=A}
{NEW diagnosis=C}
{NEW diagnosis=D}
{NEW flagD=False}
{NEW diagnosis=A, NEW caseType=A}
{NEW diagnosis=A, NEW flagD=True}
{NEW caseType=B, NEW flagD=True}
{NEW diagnosis=D, NEW caseType=A}
{NEW flagD=False, NEW caseType=A}
{NEW flagD=True, NEW caseType=A}
{NEW caseType=A, NEW diagnosis=C}
{NEW flagD=True, NEW diagnosis=C}
{NEW diagnosis=D, NEW flagD=True}
{NEW diagnosis=A, NEW flagD=True, NEW
caseType=A}
{NEW diagnosis=D, NEW flagD=True, NEW
caseType=A}
{NEW flagD=True, NEW caseType=A, NEW diagnosis=C}

consequence
{deviation=True}
{deviation=False}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=False}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}

support
0.2450
0.4485
0.4809
0.0971
0.1236
0.0566
0.2450
0.2323
0.4485
0.1236
0.0566
0.4242
0.0971
0.0705
0.1121
0.2323

confidence
1.0
0.9023
0.9563
0.9545
0.9469
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9023
0.9469
1.0
0.9507
0.9545
0.9384
0.9417
1.0

{deviation=True}

0.1121

0.9417

{deviation=True}

0.0705

0.9384

Figure 5.6: The discovered classification rules from the first table extracted from the
hospital billing log. The values for support and confidence are cut off after the fourth
decimal.
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premise
{NEW flagD=True, NEW diagnosis=C}
{NEW flagD=True, NEW caseType=A,
NEW diagnosis=C}
{sensitive=False}
{sensitive=True}
{sensitive=False, non-sensitive=True}
{sensitive=False, NEW flagD=True}
{NEW caseType=B, sensitive=True}
{sensitive=False, NEW flagD=True,
non-sensitive=True}
{NEW caseType=B, NEW flagD=True,
sensitive=True}

consequence
{deviation=True}
{deviation=True}

support
0.0705
0.0705

confidence
0.9384
0.9384

glift
1.3538
1.3538

{deviation=False}
{deviation=True}
{deviation=False}
{deviation=False}
{deviation=False}
{deviation=False}

0.2751
0.4739
0.0601
0.2751
0.1895
0.0601

0.8321
0.7081
0.8524
0.8469
0.82
0.8524

1.7686
1.3373
2.5011
1.6981
1.8428
2.3419

{deviation=False}

0.1895

0.82

1.8428

Figure 5.7: The classification rules marked as directly discriminatory from the hospital
billing log. The rules in the upper part are from the original situation feature table,
the ones below from the table with added discriminaation The values for support and
confidence and the glift measure are cut off after the fourth decimal.

fair prediction total
fair prediction sensitive
fair prediction not sensitive
prediction total
prediction sensitive
prediction not sensitive
label total
label sensitive
label not sensitive

deviation
865
816
49
865
816
49
458
409
49

Figure 5.8: The results of the fair classifier for the hospital billing log. The rows represent
the total count and per-group count of positive predictions for the fair classifier, a classifier
without group fairness and the true labels.
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detected here either.
The results of the fair classifier represent the count of each class per classifier and is further
divided into total count and count per group. For both event logs, similar results occurred,
which are shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.8. For both situation feature tables from the
same log respectively, the results are equal and the classifiers produce the same prediction
with and without the constraint for group fairness, i.e. all instances are predicted to be
in the most frequent class.

5.4

Interpretation

In the situation feature table extracted from the quarantine event log in Figure 5.1, it
is visible that the target feature has a majority class that occurs more often than all
other classes combined. This means a great challenge for any classification method not to
generalize too much and predict all instances to be of the same class.
The discovered classification rules for the quarantine event log all have the majority class
label as their consequence which confirms this assumption. The rules discovered from
the hospital billing log show a similar pattern with only two rules having a different
consequence. Additionally, all of the discovered rules have high confidence, in particular
also the base rules of potentially discriminatory rules. This limits the possible values for
the extended lift to a very narrow range with maximum values only marginally above 1.
This provides an explanation why even in the case of the added discrimination where a
clear correlation between a sensitive attribute and the target feature existed, the elift did
barely exceed 1.5 in the quarantine event log. The discovery of indirect discrimination
was even suppressed by this since there was no 1-to-1 correspondence between the nonsensitive and the sensitive attribute and thus the lower bound for the elift was lower. In
the data from the hospital billing log, the discovered discriminatory rules have a higher
value for the glift. A possible explanation of this is that the added discrimination created
some new rules with less confidence that did not have such strong base rules.
The fair classifier on the other hand does not seem to be able to learn any useful information
about the data at all. Since all instances are predicted to be in the same class regardless of a
fairness constraint, there seems to be a more deeply rooted problem with this method. The
presence of a large majority class label in the situation feature table from the quarantine
event log very likely also had its impact on the classification of the learned prototypes,
but the class label extracted from the hospital billing event log was more balanced, so this
can not be explained sufficiently.
Overall, in Process Mining, we are often confronted with large datasets of which only
small parts do not follow the main variants. This makes extracting data such that it
can be used in a meaningful way a big challenge. Both methods implemented here rely
on finding statistically significant patterns that need to be supported by a large enough
share of the total dataset. To detect discrimination in problems of processes which very
likely occur only in a small part of the cases they don’t seem to be suitable and finding
the discrimination of a larger group in a process will in most cases only state an already
well-known fact.
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These findings are coherent with the statement of [5] that ratio measures are hardly
interpretable in some situations, as the elift was also examined in this work.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, the problem of achieving fair decisions in the context of process mining has
been addressed. A major challenge was discovered to be the detection of discrimination
in process data coming in the form of event logs. The application of possible solutions
from the field of data mining requires data in a tabular format. Since event logs cannot
easily be translated into data tables, an extraction scheme is needed, which was given by
the notion of situation feature tables.
The extraction of situation features was implemented as a Python application to accommodate several discrimination detection methods. Two approaches have been implemented
that aim at dealing with discrimination. The first is a rule mining method that marks
discovered classification rules as discriminatory by measuring the discrimination of a rule
with respect to its context. The second approach is a fair classifier that is trained to suppress all information about membership in a sensitive group in the data while still making
accurate predictions. These fair predictions are then compared to a normal prediction
that does not consider fairness.
The two methods were tested on data that was extracted from two event logs to find
discrimination in their respective settings. The rule mining approach was demonstrated
to find discriminatory rules when there is discrimination in the data. However, the detection of indirect discrimination was not successful. Some weaknesses of the approach, in
particular of the discrimination measure used have been pointed out. The fair classifier
did not produce any meaningful results but learned to predict the majority class label of
the training data in every case.
It was found to be challenging to extract event data from an event log such that the
resulting data table holds valuable information for the intended use, especially when trying
to detect discrimination. Additionally, the variety of data within a process makes selecting
the right features difficult. Two of the potential problems that can occur are dominant
values within a feature that overshadow other values and the disparity in frequencies of
different variants within a process that makes detecting problems like discrimination for
small subgroups harder.
Future work addressing discrimination in process mining should go towards finding suitable
measures for discrimination in an event log and determining meaningful features to extract
from an event log when searching for discrimination. Another way to achieve fairness in
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process mining is by explaining the root causes of a problem with causal relationships
instead of correlation. This can also be used to find the causes of discrimination after
detecting it with a discrimination measure based on correlation.
The implementation of other discrimination detection methods that use a data table in
the future can also be realized using the situation feature extraction method that was
implemented for this thesis.
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